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The purpose of Area Integrated Plans

• AIPs are a tool to encourage and promote collaborative working across EA, NE and FC

• They will inform discussions, promote joint decision making, and help to identify and 

deliver shared priorities  

• AIPs are a key planning tool in helping to deliver the strategic objectives set out in the 

Defra group strategy and 25 Year Environment Plan

• To meet these objectives, AIPs will evolve in the future to include local partnership 

groups and use a Natural Capital approach to maximise environmental benefits



North East- Our area

Our environment:

The North East Area extends from the Scottish border in the north to Teesside in the south, bordering Cumbria 
and the Pennines to the west and includes the stunning coastline to the east. 

Approximately 2.5 million people live in the area mainly in the urban areas of  Tyne and  Wear and the Tees 
Valley.

2/3 of the area is farmed or used for forestry. The main industries are chemical, petrochemicals, food, drink 
and transport. The area has a rich diversity of wildlife and habitats supporting many species of global and 
national importance.

Working together:

• All three bodies are actively involved in our Local Nature Partnerships and Catchment Partnerships, sharing 
representational roles for the three Defra group bodies.

• We have made a joint commitment to embody our organisation’s values as we deliver this plan

• We seek and embrace opportunities for our staff to work together, for example on recruitment boards.

• We are sharing opportunities for training and staff development, for example Forestry Commission and 
Natural England colleagues completed the Environment Agency’s NEXT Leadership Programme. 

• We have committed to work together and with other Defra group organisations to develop and deliver a 
vision for how we will deliver the 25 Year Environment Plan in this region.



North East- Our area
Our joint working achievements

• We run a local joint staff development programme, called the NEXT 
Programme, to share skills and learn from each other. We support staff 
secondments between our organisations. We share data and 
documentation and support celebrating success at Our Great Place 
Awards. 

• We share offices in Newcastle and Darlington, working networks on 
Natural Flood Management, and engagement with Local Nature 
Partnerships. We have identified a lead organisation for each LNP. 

• ‘Natural England and the Environment Agency provided vital support to 
the Forestry Commission in the development and consenting of the 
Doddington North Moor woodland creation project. This is the largest 
productive afforestation project in England for at least 30 years and 
helped demonstrate the importance of effective joint working to 
delivers a diverse range of benefits. 

• Natural England and the Environment Agency worked with the Tees 
Estuary Partnership to develop an MoU on how we will work together to 
enable sustainable development in the Tees Estuary. We also work 
together and with partners on catchment sensitive farming in the Tees 
Lowlands.

• We collaborate with other Defra partners on the Border Uplands 
Demonstrator Initiative to develop innovative approaches to grow the 
rural economy to the benefit of rural communities and the natural 
environment.

• We have broadened our discussions to include Northumberland 
National Park, North Pennines AONB and the Northumberland Coast 
AONB as we begin to extend working together across the Defra Family.

Woodland creation

Signing the Tees MoU with partners



North East- Our area

How will we measure success?

Over the next 5 years, we will;

• Work together to build strong partnerships to develop and deliver shared visions, changing 
the way we work together to create greater benefit for people and places in the area. Work 
collectively to deliver integrated approaches and solutions within our priority areas.

• Consistently work to an agreed set of operating principles to guide ways of working and aid 
collective decision making as we deliver our 25 Year Plan for the Environment Vision.

• Align investment to support integrated outcomes and activities for place-based and strategic 
approaches.

• Develop a clear and integrated evidence base which takes into account linkages between 
environment, community and economy to enable collective decision making and, agreement 
of shared/multiple outcomes and outcomes to be actively monitored.

• Actively monitoring outcomes and impacts of demonstrator pilot projects and approaches to 
capture and share learning.



North East- Our commitment 
As we move forward with ever closer working, we are proud of the work you do to enrich the fantastic North 
East environment, help our economy thrive, and create a great place for living.

We have developed this joint plan together because we see many opportunities where we can continue our 
focus on ever closer working to deliver more for our environment and local communities. This collaboration 
brings many opportunities for us all too –be it meeting new colleagues, gaining different perspectives, 
delivering more effectively or simply being proud of the differences we can make together.

We have identified a number of priority areas in this plan where we will be strengthening our joint working as 
one team. Many of these are those we identified last year where continued focus will be worthwhile.  We will be 
meeting regularly as a joint leadership team to review our progress and capture our learning. 

We are committed to work together and with other Defra group bodies and other environmental partners to 
develop and begin to deliver a vision for the natural environment in North East. This will amount to a vision of 
how we will deliver the natural environment components of the 25 Year Environment Plan* in NE 
England. Alongside this will sit operating principles developed to support our decision making and help us to 
maximise the difference we can make.

We will be holding an engagement event in May. We look forward to seeing many of you there and hearing your 
ideas.

Oliver Harmar Brad Tooze Crispin Thorn

Environment Agency Area Director Natural England Area Director Forestry Commission Area Director

* See Appendix 1 for summary of our aims within Defra's 25 Year Environment Plan



North East – Our Priorities

We have included a joint priorities map which shows specific parts of the North East that we are focussing 
on to deliver a number of key integrated environmental improvements in 2018/19. These are not the only 
places where we are doing good work and we are committed to delivering the following priority activities 
in the area:

Pan-Area Priority
Delivery 

Partner

Delivering our vision for the North East environment and engaging with our partners to 
shape it

NE/EA/FC

Working together on the future of land management in a post-Brexit world NE/EA/FC

Working in partnership to conserve iconic priority species, including red squirrel, fresh 
water pearl mussel, white clawed crayfish, black grouse, salmon and sea trout

NE/EA/FC

Roots to Prosperity initiative to sustain and develop the forestry sector NE/FC

Working with Combined Authorities and LEPs to ensure environment plays it’s full part in 
the economic development of the North East

NE/EA/FC

Working together and in wider partnership to align our investment from the Rural 
Development Programme, PR19, Flood & Coastal Risk Management Programme and the 
Environment Programme.

NE/EA/FC

Border Uplands Demonstrator Initiative, to develop and implement new models of delivery 
at priority locations

NE/EA/FC

Woodlands for Water, guiding woodland creation to maximise wider benefits for the water 
environment

EA/FC

Exploring the potential for Natural Flood Management to contribute to reducing flood risk 
in the North East, for example through the Weardale NFM project.

NE/EA/FC

Use the Catchment Sensitive Farming approach to support sustainable agriculture NE/EA



North Pennines

Through innovation and partnership we will restore the rivers, 

streams and associated habitats of the pennine uplands. This will 

enhance the special landscape of the area and support the visitor 

economy, while demonstrating new ways of working with landowners 

to reduce flood risk and enhance wildlife.

Northumberland Coast

Our shared vision is for a sustainable future for the natural capital 

landscape and seas that form the Northumberland coastal focus 

area. The unique and biologically important natural assets of the 

Northumberland coast are recognised through a network of local, 

national and international designations. A large part of the terrestrial 

section of the focus area is designated as an Area of Outstanding 

Natural Beauty. Northumberland’s historical castles, sandy beaches 

and Lindisfarne National Nature Reserve are a major draw to 

visitors. Our aim is to sustainably connect local residents and 

tourists to the focus area, to improve health and wellbeing, engage 

with nature, and improve the environment.

Pont & Wansbeck

Deliver phased and landscape scale river restoration flagship 

projects by working closely with partners and communities. Explore 

socio-economic benefits that could be realised through these 

projects, as well as the additional benefits to the natural 

environment, education and tourism.

Tees Lowlands

Strong, active partnership with the combined authority, industry and 

communities will drive a range of outcomes. We will actively seek 

opportunities to innovate to secure  and develop the world class 

industry and environment of the Tees estuary, whilst restoring the 

wider Tees lowlands area. This will include restoration of the Skerne, 

reducing flood risk in Stockton and Teesside, creating new habitat 

on the estuary and implementing our MoU. 

River Till Catchment

Catalyse exemplar catchment based management to protect and 

improve the whole catchment to support a sustainable, vibrant  

agricultural, forestry and tourism based economy.  Including 

enhancing the natural environment, better protecting drinking water 

supplies and facilitating nationally important forestry investment 

while taking opportunities to develop and share best practice.

Durham Coast

Support work with coastal communities, sea users and other 

partners to ensure our natural, built and cultural seascape heritage is 

better recorded and interpreted and in better condition. Helping to 

tell the story of this dynamic coast, from geological, industrial, 

wartime and cultural perspectives, revealing how it has shaped our 

coastal communities. Improve access gateways and opportunities, 

breaking down barriers and allowing local communities to make full 

use of the seascape’s coastal and marine assets. Provide 

opportunities for learning, training and enjoyment, including through 

the Castle Eden Dene Nature Reserve.

Kielder Forest & Water Park

This iconic park will continue to deliver social, economic and 

environmental benefits through the careful stewardship of the forest 

and the lake.  It is an exemplar at a European scale of a plantation 

that has evolved over the decades to provide the benefits of a forest.  

It will continue to evolve in this direction, becoming more diverse 

whilst retaining its place as the most important timber producing 

forest in England.  The Wildwood Project at Kielder Head, the water 

vole re-introduction project and the annual migration and breeding of 

ospreys to this site are examples of where production is being very 

successfully combined with nature conservation.  The planned 

redevelopment of Kielder castle will provide a further economic 

boost and tourism opportunities in this very remote rural area. 

Revitalising Redesdale

Revitalising Redesdale has secured HLF funding and will empower 

local communities to better understand, conserve and enhance a 

landscape and natural environment forged by centuries of conflict. It 

will celebrate the unique character of the landscape, its biodiversity 

and its culture, while building the future resilience of its heritage and 

identity. 

Land of Oak and Iron 

Work with communities and partners to conserve, enhance and 

celebrate the natural, industrial and cultural heritage of the Derwent

valley, to deliver a legacy of job creation, tourism and economic 

benefits.

North East

Outcome Statements Map   



North Pennines

Priority
Delivery

Partner

Support the development of holistic, landscape scale estate 

management plans
NE, FC

Delivery of landscape scale peatland restoration plans NE, EA

Explore the potential for large scale natural flood 

management through the Weardale NFM Pilot
NE, EA, FC

Use innovative approaches to reduce the impacts of 

minewaters
EA

Woodlands for Water EA, FC

Trial results based stewardship to inform future land 

management support mechanisms
NE, EA, FC

Northumberland Coast

Priority
Delivery

Partner

Commence implementation of diffuse water pollution plan 

(DWP) for Lindisfarne catchment, Budle Bay & Holy Island 
NE, EA

Increased access & tourism through the England Coast Path NE

Development of Lindisfarne NNR Gateway Project NE

Help AONB develop its five year plan and celebrate 60 years NE

With stakeholders to develop a Coquet Estuary Vision NE, EA

Pont & Wansbeck

Priority
Delivery 

Partner

Work in partnership with the National Trust on the National 

Riverlands Project, including a potential HLF bid
EA

Support sustainable development  within the catchments EA NE 

Progress work in the Upper Wansbeck catchment NE, FC 

River Pont Restoration Project  including work to  understand 

and address the current non natural flow regime within the 

catchment. 

EA, NE

Tees Lowlands

Priority
Delivery

Partner

Lustrum Beck Flood Alleviation Scheme EA, FC

Work with the Tees Estuary Partnership to implement our 

MoU, develop habitat opportunities and framework
NE, EA

Bright Water HLF Landscape partnership NE, EA

Work with South Tees Development Corporation and Tees 

Valley Combined Authority to place the environment and

natural capital at the heart of economic regeneration

NE, EA, FC

Creation of new inter-tidal habitat at Greatham Creek and 

reduced flood risk to Port Clarence
NE, EA

River Till Catchment

Priority
Delivery

Partner

Till river restoration NE, EA

Fell sandstone aquifer protection NE, EA

New abstraction authorisations regime NE, EA

Woodlands for Water NE, EA, FC

Planting of Doddington North Moor NE, EA, FC

Catchment Sensitive Farming EA, NE, EA

Durham Coast

Priority
Delivery

Partner

Castle Eden Dene NNR exemplar site & hub to engage local 

community
NE, EA

Durham Heritage Coast Seascapes HLF bid NE, EA

Coastal streams partnership NE, EA

Kielder Forest & Water Park

Priority
Delivery

Partner

Support the Kiedler Forest & Water Partnership to develop 

the park and surrounding environment
NE, EA, FC

Work to ensure that Kielder Forest is at the heart of a vibrant 

forestry sector in the North East
FC

Living Wild at Kielder project and the redevelopment of 

Kielder Castle.
NE, EA, FC

Develop the Kielder Salmon Centre, refurbishing the visitor 

centre and enhancing conservation facilities for pearl mussel
NE, EA

Revitalising Redesdale

Priority
Delivery

Partner

Diffuse pollution initiatives to conserve fresh water pearl 

mussel
NE, EA

Peatland restoration at Steng Moss / Harwood Moor / Whitlee

Moor
NE

Advice to farmers to increase Countryside Stewardship NE, FC

Implement a 5 year HLF Landscape Partnership NE, EA, FC

Installation of artwork to enrich the visitor environment FC, NE

Land of Oak and Iron 

Priority
Delivery

Partner

Develop and deliver a HLF Landscape partnership to 

improve the status and accessibility of the heritage of the 

Derwent Valley

EA, FC

North East

Joint Priorities Map   



North East – Our team

For each priority Area we have established a team, with a lead contact for each organisation 
and an overall lead for the priority work area as a whole. The overall lead will work with their 
counter-parts to support delivery by the wider team, monitor progress and report to the 
joint area leadership team.

Priority Area Overall Lead EA Lead NE Lead FC Lead

North Pennines EA Jim Heslop Christine Venus Kate Hawley

Kielder Forest & Water Park FC Phil Rippon Christine Venus Richard Pow

Revitalising Redesdale NE Rob Carr Maria Hardy Ian Everard

River Till Catchment EA
Heather 
Harrison

Karen Purvis

Northumberland Coast NE Laura Corrigan Steve Pullan

Pont and Wansbeck EA
Heather 
Harrison

Andy Whitehead

Land of Oak & Iron FC Rob Carr Richard Pow

Durham Coast NE
Katharine
Birdsall

Katy Barratt

Tees Lowlands EA Graeme Hull Glyn Bateman Jim Smith



Appendix 1: 
Defra’s 25 Year Environment Plan

In January 2018, Defra published A Green Future: Our 25 Year plan to Improve the Environment. This plan 

sets out Government action on helping the natural world regain and retain good health. Area Integrated 

Plans show how organisations within the Defra group will work together to deliver the aims and ambitions 

of the 25 Year plan.

Our aims:
1. Clean Air

2. Clean and plentiful water

3. Thriving plants and wildlife

4. A reduced risk of harm from environmental hazards such as flooding and drought

5. Using resources from nature more sustainably and efficiently

Environmental pressures will be managed by:
6. Mitigating and adapting to climate change

7. Minimising waste

8. Managing exposure to chemicals 

9. Enhancing biosecurity

Defra’s 25 Year Environment Plan


